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Abstract

Hierarchical phrase-based translation (Hiero,
(Chiang, 2005)) provides an attractive frame-
work within which both short- and long-
distance reorderings can be addressed consis-
tently and ef�ciently. However, Hiero is gen-
erally implemented with a constraint prevent-
ing the creation of rules with adjacent nonter-
minals, because such rules introduce compu-
tational and modeling challenges. We intro-
duce methods to address these challenges, and
demonstrate that rules with adjacent nontermi-
nals can improve Hiero's generalization power
and lead to signi�cant performance gains in
Chinese-English translation.

1 Introduction
Hierarchical phrase-based translation (Hiero, (Chi-
ang, 2005)) has proven to be a very useful com-
promise between syntactically informed and purely
corpus-driven translation. By automatically learn-
ing synchronous grammar rules from parallel text,
Hiero captures short- and long-distance reorderings
consistently and ef�ciently. However, implementa-
tions of Hiero generally forbid adjacent nonterminal
symbols on the source side of hierarchical rules, a
practice we will refer to as the non-adjacent nonter-
minals constraint. The main argument against such
rules is that they cause the system to produce multi-
ple derivations that all lead to the same translation �
a form of redundancy known as spurious ambiguity.
Spurious ambiguity can lead to drastic reductions in
decoding ef�ciency, and the obvious solutions, such
as reducing beam width, erode translation quality.

In Section 2, we argue that the non-adjacent non-
terminals constraints severely limits Hiero's gener-
alization power, limiting its coverage of important
reordering phenomena. In Section 3, we discuss

the challenges that arise in relaxing this constraint.
In Section 4 we introduce new methods to address
those challenges, and Section 5 validates the ap-
proach empirically.

Improving Hiero via variations on rule prun-
ing and �ltering is well explored, e.g., (Chiang,
2005; Chiang et al., 2008; Zollmann and Venugopal,
2006), to name just a few. These proposals dif-
fer from each other mainly in the speci�c linguis-
tic knowledge being used, and on which side the
constraints are applied. In contrast, we complement
previous work by showing that adding rules to Hiero
can provide bene�ts if done judiciously.

2 Judicious Use of Adjacent Nonterminals

Our motivations largely follow Menezes and Quirk's
(2007) discussion of reorderings and generalization.
As a speci�c example, we will use a Chinese to En-
glish verb phrase (VP) translation (Fig. 1), which
represents one of the most prominent phrase con-
structions in Chinese. Here the construction of the
Chinese VP involves joining a prepositional phrase
(PP) and a smaller verbal phrase (VP-A), with the
preposition at the beginning as a PP marker. In the
translation, the VP-A precedes the PP, a shift from
pre-verbal PP in Chinese to post-verbal in English.

À\É¦À\É¦ó Öï��

rank 10th at Eastern division
»»»»»»»»»
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Figure 1: A Chinese-English verb phrase translation
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Hiero can correctly translate the example if it
learns any of the following rules from training data:

X→〈ó X1 Öï��, rank 10th at X1〉 (1)
X→〈 óÀ\É¦ X1, X1 at Eastern div.〉 (2)
X→〈X1 À\É¦ X2, X2 X1 Eastern div.〉 (3)

However, in practice, data sparsity makes the chance
of learning these rules rather slim. For instance,
learning Rule 1 depends on training data containing
instances of the shift with identical wording for the
VP-A, which belongs to an open word class.

If Hiero fails to learn any of the above rules, it
will apply the �glue rules� S → 〈S X1, S X1〉 and
S → 〈X, X〉. But these glue rules clearly can-
not model the VP-A's movement. In failing to learn
Rules 1-3, Hiero has no choice but to translate VP-A
in a monotone order.

On the other hand, consider the following rules
with adjacent nonterminals on the source side (or XX
rules, for brevity):

X→〈ó X1X2, X2 at X1〉 (4)
X→〈X1X2Öï��, rank 10th X1X2〉 (5)
X→〈X1X2, X2X1〉 (6)

Note that although XX rules 4-6 can potentially in-
crease the chance of modeling the pre-verbal to post-
verbal shift, not all of them are bene�cial to learn.
For instance, Rule 5 models the word order shift but
introduces spurious ambiguity, since the nontermi-
nals are translated in monotone order. Rule 6, which
resembles the inverted rule of the Inversion Trans-
duction Grammar (Wu, 1997), is highly ambigu-
ous because its application has no lexical grounding.
Rule 4 avoids both problems, and is also easier to
learn, since it is lexically anchored by a preposition,
ó(at), which we can expect to appear frequently in
training. These observations will motivate us to fo-
cus on rules that model non-monotone reordering of
phrases surrounding a lexical item on the target side.

3 Addressing XX Rule Challenges
The �rst challenge created by introducing XX rules
is computational: relaxing the constraint signi�-
cantly increases the grammar size. Motivated by
our earlier discussion, we address this by permitting
only rules that model non-monotone reordering, i.e.

those rules whose nonterminals are projected into
the target language in a different word order, leaving
monotone mappings to be handled by the glue rules
as previously. This choice helps keep the search
space more manageable, and also avoids spurious
ambiguity. In addition, we disallow rules in which
nonterminals are adjacent on both the source and tar-
get sides, by imposing the non adjacent nonterminal
constraint on the target side whenever the constraint
is relaxed on the source side. This forces any non-
monotone reorderings to always be grounded in lex-
ical evidence. We refer to the permitted subset of
XX rules as XX-nonmono rules.

The second challenge involves modeling: intro-
ducing XX rules places them in competition with
the existing glue rules. In particular, these two kinds
of rules try to model the same phenomena, namely
the translations of phrases that appear next to each
other. However, they differ in terms of the features
associated with the rules. XX rules will be asso-
ciated with the same features as any other hierar-
chical rules, since they are all learned via an iden-
tical training method. In contrast, glue rules are
introduced into the grammar in an ad hoc manner,
and the only feature associated with them is a �glue
penalty�. These distinct feature sets makes direct
comparison of scores unreliable. As a result the de-
coder may simply prefer to always select glue rules
because they are associated with fewer features re-
sulting in adjacent phrases always being translated
in a monotone order. To address this issue, we in-
troduce a new model, which we call the target-side
function words orientation-based model, or simply
Porit , which evaluates the application of the two
kinds of rules on the same context, i.e. for our ex-
ample, it is the function wordó(at).

4 Target-side Function Words
Orientation-based Model

The Porit model is motivated by the function words
reordering hypothesis (Setiawan et al., 2007), which
suggests that function words encode essential infor-
mation about the (re)ordering of their neighboring
phrases. In contrast to Setiawan et al. (2007), who
looked at neighboring contexts for function words
on the source side, we focus here on modeling the
in�uence of function words on neighboring phrases
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on the target side. We argue that this focus better �ts
our purpose, since the phrases that we want to model
are the function words' neighbors on the target side,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

To develop this idea, we �rst de�ne an orit func-
tion that takes a source function word as a refer-
ence point, along with its neighboring phrase on the
target side. The orit function outputs one of the
following orientation values (Nagata et al., 2006):
Monotone-Adjacent (MA); Reverse-Adjacent (RA);
Monotone-Gap (MG); and Reverse-Gap (RG). The
Monotone/Reverse distinction indicates whether the
source order follows the target order. The Ad-
jacent/Gap distinction indicates whether the two
phrases are adjacent or separated by an intervening
phrase on the source side. For example, in Fig. 1,
the value of orit for right neighbor Eastern division
with respect to function wordó (at) is MA, since its
corresponding source phrase À\É¦ is adjacent
toó (at) and their order is preserved on the English
side. The value for left neighbor rank 10th with re-
spect toó (at) is RG, since Öï�� is separated
from ó (at) and their order is reversed on the En-
glish side.

More formally, we de�ne Porit(orit(Y, X)|Y ),
where orit(Y,X) ∈ {MA, RA, MG, RG} is the ori-
entation of a target phrase X with a source function
word Y as the reference point.1

We estimate the orientation model us-
ing maximum likelihood, which involves
counting and normalizing events of interest:
(Y, o = orit(Y, X)). Speci�cally, we estimate
Porit(o|Y ) = C(Y, o)/C(Y, ·). Collecting training
counts C(Y, o) involves several steps. First, we
run GIZA++ on the training bitext and apply the
�grow-diag-�nal� heuristic over the training data
to produce a bi-directional word alignment. Then,
we enumerate all occurrences of Y and determine
orit(Y, X). To ensure uniqueness, we enforce
that neighbor X be the longest possible phrase
that satis�es the consistency constraint (Och and
Ney, 2004). Determining orit(Y, X) can then be
done in a straightforward manner by looking at the
monotonicity (monotone or reverse) and adjacency
(adjacent or gap) between Y 's and X .

1In fact, separate models are developed for left and right
neighbors, although for clarity we suppress this distinction
throughout.

MT06 MT08
baseline 30.58 23.59
+itg 29.82 23.21
+XX 30.10 22.86
+XX-nonmono 30.96 24.07
+orit 30.19 23.69
+XX-nonmono+orit 31.49 24.73

Table 1: Experimental results where better than baseline
results are italicized, and statistically signi�cant better
(p < 0.01) are in bold.

5 Experiments

We evaluated the generalization of Hiero to include
XX rules on a Chinese-to-English translation task.
We treat the N = 128 most frequent words in
the corpus as function words, an approximation that
has worked well in the past and minimized depen-
dence on language-speci�c resources (Setiawan et
al., 2007). We report BLEU r4n4 and assess signi�-
cance using the standard bootstrapping approach.

We trained on the NIST MT06 Eval corpus ex-
cluding the UN data (approximately 900K sentence
pairs), segmenting Chinese using the Harbin seg-
menter (Zhao et al., 2001). Our 5-gram language
model with modi�ed Kneser-Ney smoothing was
trained on the English side of our training data plus
portions of the Gigaword v2 English corpus. We
optimized the feature weights using minimum er-
ror rate training, using the NIST MT03 test set as
the development set. We report the results on the
NIST 2006 evaluation test (MT06) and the NIST
2008 evaluation test (MT08).

Table 1 reports experiments in an incremental
fashion, starting from the baseline model (the orig-
inal Hiero), then adding different sets of rules, and
�nally adding the orientation-based model. In our
�rst experiments, we investigated the introduction
of three different sets of XX rules. First (+itg),
we simply add the ITG's inverted rule (Rule 6) to
the baseline system in an ad-hoc manner, similar to
the glue rules. This hurts performance consistently
across MT06 and MT08 sets, which we suspect is
a result of ITG rule applications often aggravating
search error. Second (+XX), we permitted general
XX rules. This results in a grammar size increase of
25-26%, �ltering out rules irrelevant for the test set,
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and leads to a signi�cant performance drop, again
perhaps attributable to search error. When we in-
spected the rules, we observe that the majority of
these rules involve spurious word insertions. Third
(+XX-nonmono), we introduced only XX-nonmono
rules; this produced only a 5% additional rules, and
yielded a marginal but consistent gain.

In a second experiment (+orit), we introduced
the target-side function words orientation-based
model. Note that this experiment is orthogonal to the
�rst set, since we introduce no additional rules. Re-
sults are mixed, worse for MT06 but better (with sig-
ni�cance) for MT08. Here, we suspect the model's
potential has not been fully realized, since Hiero
only considers monotone reordering in unseen cases.

Finally, we combine both the XX-nonmono rules
and the Porit model (+XX-nonmono+orit). The
combination produces a signi�cant, consistent gain
across all test sets. This result suggests that the ori-
entation model contributes more strongly in unseen
cases when Hiero also considers non-monotone re-
ordering. We interpret this result as a validation
of our hypothesis that carefully relaxing the non-
adjacent constraint improves translation.

6 Discussion and Future Work
To our knowledge, the work reported here is the
�rst to relax the non-adjacent nonterminals con-
straint in hierarchical phrase-based models. The re-
sults con�rm that judiciously adding rules to a Hiero
grammar, adjusting the modeling accordingly, can
achieve signi�cant gains.

Although we found that XX-nonmono rules per-
formed better than general XX rules, we believe the
latter may nonetheless prove useful. Manually in-
specting our system's output, we �nd that the output
is often shorter than the references, and the missing
words often correspond to function words that are
modeled by those rules. Using XX rules to model
legitimate word insertions is a topic for future work.
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